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1. Throughout this paper by a space we shall mean a completely regular T1-

space, and by N the set of positive integers. 
For a space X we shall call a space S a countably-compactijication, of X if 
1) S is countably compact and contains X as a dense subset, 
2) every countably compact closed subset of X is closed also in S. 
In case X has a countably-compactification we shall say that X is countably

compactijiable. 
Countably compact spaces and paracompact spaces, or more generally, isocom

pact spaces in the sense of Bacon (1] (that is, every countably compact closed subset 
is compact) are trivial examples of countably-compactifiable spaces. As a non-trivial 
example we can mention an 1\1-space which admits a quasi-perfect map onto a 
locally compact metric space. Moreover, the product of a countably-compactifiable 
space with a product of paracompact spaces is countably-compactitiable. However, 
it is to be noted that a locally compact space is not always countably-compactiflable. 

In this paper we shall establish a number of basic results concerning countably
compactifiable spaces. 

As an application, we shall prove that a space X is a countably-compactitiable 
M-space if and only if X is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of the product 
Cx T of a countably compact space C with a metric space T. Thus Nagata's pro
blem concerning embeddability of M-spaces is reduced to the problem: "Is every 
M-space countably-compactifiable ?" Our result above shows that an 1ll-space which 
is either paracompact or carried onto a locally compact metric space by a quasi
perfect map is countably-compactifiable. 

2. Generalizing the notion of weak normality in the sense of Dugundji [2], we 
shall say that a space is weakly normal if each pair of disjoint closed subsets, one 
of which is countable and discrete, have disjoint neighborhoods. \Veak normality 
is actually weaker than normality. 

PROPOSITION 2. l. A countably paracompact space is weakly normal. 

This proposition was observed already by Isiwata (6]. Indeed, let A={anlnEN} 
and B be disjoint closed sets in a countably paracompact space X. Then for each 

1) Some of the results of this paper were announced in [11]. 
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n of N there is an open set Un such that a/l,E Un, CI Un n B= cp. Since {..:Y - li, 
UnlnEN} is a countable open covering of X, there is a locally finite open covering 
{Vo, V7,lnEN} such that VocX-A and VnCU'I' Let us put V=U{VnlnEN}. Then 
lic V and Cl vn B=1). This proves Proposition 2. l. 

In discussing the properties of weakly normal spaces the following lemma is 
useful. 

LEMMA 2.2. Let D= {d"lnEN} be a counta/;/e discrete set in a space X. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 

(a) D and any disjoil1 .. t closed set have disjoint neighborhoods. 
(b) D and any disjoint closed set are completely sejJarated. 
(c) D is C-embedded in )( 
Cd) There is fEC(){) su~h that limf(dnJ=co. 

7t-HX) 

(e) There is a locally finite collection {Un inEN} of open sets in )( such that 
dnE Un for nEN. 

(f) There is a disaete collection {UnlnENl of open sets in X such that dnE ~I 
for nEN. 

The equivalence of (a), (b) and (c) is observed in Gillman and lerison [4, p. 51], 
and the equivalence of (c), Cd), (e) and (f) is easy to see. 

Recently Hansard (5) has called a space )( well-separated if every countably 
infinite discrete closed subset D satisfies condition (e) of Lemma 2.2, and hence 
well-separatedness is equivalent to weak normality. However, in this paper we 
shall say, more generally, that a space )( is well-separated, if every infinite discrete 
closed set is not relatively pseudocompact. Indeed, in view of Lemma 2.3 below 
weakly normal spaces are well-separated and the theorems 10 to 14 except 11 in 
[5] remain true for well-separated spaces in our sense. 

LEMMA 2. 3. A discrete closed set A of a space )( is not relatively pseudocom
pact if and only if A contains a countably infinite discrete closed set D satisfying 
any. mie of conditions stated in LeJ1vna 2.2. 

After having read the first draft of the. present paper, T. Isiwata introduced 
originally the notion of ss-discrete property: a space )( has the ss-discrete property 
if for every discrete closed subset {dnlnEN} of X and for every collection {Un} of 
open sets of )( with dnE Un for nEN there are a subsequence {niliEN} of N and a 
l~callY finite collection {V;lJ of open sets of )( such that 'xni E VUi C Uni for each 
iEN. From Lemma 2.3 above it follows that well-separated spaces are precisely 
the spaces having the ss-discrete property. OUf definition of wel1-separatedness, 
however, has a merit that it leads naturally to the following characterization. 

PROPOSITION" 2.4. A space ~Z is well-separated if and only if the closure of 
every relatively pseudocompact subset of ~Z is countably compact. 

As in our previous paper [9], let us denote by fleX) the completion of X \vith 
respect to its finest uniform.ity. Then XCf1(~Z)cY(X)cf3(X) where y()C) is the 
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Hewitt realcompactification of X. In case fLeX) = X, X is said to be topologically 
complete. The following lemma is useful. 

LElvlMA 2.5. Let A be a subset of a space)( Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 

(a) A is relatively jJseuciocmnjJact, 
(b) Clec.nAc fleX), 

(c) Cl,oc.n llc ~()C). 

Proof. Since (b):::>(c).=?(a) is obvious, V\Te have onl y to prove the implication 
(a) :::>(b). For this purpose, suppose that (a) holds. f:./Y ~ T be any continuous map 
of _)( into a metric space 1'. Then f(A) is relatively pseudocompact and hence 
CI f(A) is compact. Therefore we have Cl flco Acp(f)-l(CI f(A»cp(f)--l(T), where 
,8(f): ,8(X)~,8(T) is the extension of f. By Morita [9, Theorem 2.2] this shows 
that (b) holds. 

An application of Lemma 2.5 is the following proposition due to Dykes [3]. 

PROPOSITION 2.6. If a space X is topolOI{ieally ·emnplete, then the closure of a 
relatively pseudocom,pact subset of ~)( is c01npacl. 

Proof. Let A be a relatively pseudocompact set. Then by Lemma 2.5 \ve have 

Cl fl (x5 Ac fL(X)=./Y. 

Hence ClxA=ClpcnA and so ClxA is compact. 
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.4. 

p]WPOSITION 2.7. A space X is isoc01npact and well-separated if and only i; 
the closure of eveyy relatively pseudocompact subset of X is compact. 

3. In this section we shall give a sufficient condition for.a space to be coun
tably-compactifiable. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a well-separated space. Then the following statements 
are valid. 

a) If p(X) - fleX) is countably compact then _XU (j3(X) - fL(./Y» is countably 
compact. 

b) If )CcScXu (p(X)-p(X» and S is countably compact, then S is a coun
tab!;)-coJ1'lpactijication of )( 

Proof. Suppose that D is a countably infinite discrete closed set in X. Then 
D is not relatively pseudocompact and hence by Lemma 2.5 we have Clp(x)D n 
((3(X) - fL(X)) *¢. Therefore Xu (/3(~)() - fLeX») is countably compact if j3(X) - fleX) 
is countably compact. 

On the other hand, let C be any countably compact closed subset of ~)(. Then 
by Lemma 2.5 Cl,8(x)Cc fLC)(). Hence CIsCc _4". This shows that 5 is a countably
compactitlcation of )(. 
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REMARK. If X is well-separated and 

p(X)= U lClp(xlCiC ranges over all countably 

com pact closed subsets of X}, 

in particular, if X is an ~1\1-space, then )( is countably-compactifiable if and only 
if there is a countably compact space S such that XcScXU (p(X)- p(X». 

COROLLARY 3. 2. Let X be an i11-space such that there is a quasi-Perfect 
map from X onto a locally compact metric space. Then X is countably-compac
tifiable. 

Proof. In this case p(X) is locally compact by [9, Theorem 3.5]. Since){ is 
an i11-space, X is countably paracompact and hence it is weakly normal by Pro
position 2. 1. Thus Theorem 3.1 is applicable to the present case. 

Theorem 3.1 fails to be valid if we drop the assumption that X is well-separated. 

EXAMPLE 3.3. Let Wo be the first infinite ordinal and WJ the first uncountable 
ordinal. Let us put 

where T¥(a)={,91,9<a} has the order topology for an ordinal a. Then X is a locally 
compact, pseudocompact space which is not countably compact and p(X) = p(X) = 
W(wo+l)X vV(wl+1). Let A={(wo, a)la<wd. Then A is a countably compact closed 
subset of X but (wo, wJ)ECI,~(xlA. This shows that p(X) is not a countably-com
pactification of X in our sense. I-rence X is not countably-compactifiable, as will 
be seen from the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. If a space X is countably-cOJnpactifiable, then there is a 
countably-cmnpactijication S of X such that XcScp(X). 

Proof. Let R be a countably compactification of X. Let f: X ->- R be the in
clusion map and p(f): p(X) -+ peR) the extension of f. Let us put S= p(f)-J(R). 
Then XcScp(X). Since p(S)=[3(X), g=[3(f)IS:S-+R is a perfect map and hence 
S is countably compact. Let A be a countably compact closed subset of X. Then 
A is closed in R and hence g-l(A) is closed in S. On the other hand, g-l(A) = A, 

since [3(R) is a compactification of X, and hence [3(f)(p(X)-X~)=p(R)-X. Thus S 
is a countably-compactification of X. 

4. In this section we shall discuss a number of operations under which the 
property of being countably-compactifiable is preserved. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. If a space X is countably-compactifiable, so is every closed 
subspace of X. 

PROPOSITION 4. 2. Let j: X -+ Y be a perfect map. If Y is countably-compac
lijiable, so is X. 
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Proof. By Proposition 3.4 there is a countably-compactification R of Y such 
that YcRc(3(Y). Let us put 

where (3(f): ,5(X)-)o"j3( Y) is the extension of f. Then g is a perfect map, and hence 
S is countably compact. 

Let A be a countably compact closed subset of X, and let us put B= f(A). 

Then B is a countably compact closed subset of Y. I-Ience B is closed in R, and 
so g-l(B) is closed also in S. Since f is a perfect map, ,B(f)-l(f3( Y) - Y) = ,B(_Y") - X, 
we have g-1(B)= f-1(f(A». Since A is closed in 1-1(f(A», we see that A is closed 
in S. Thus S is a countably-compactification of X. 

PROPOSlTION 4.3. Let X and Y be well-separated spaces which hal)e countably
compactijication.s Rand S respectively. If R X S is countaUly-compactij-Zable, so is 
XxY. 

Proof. Let us denote by g and h the projections from Xx Y onto X and Y 
respectively. Let A be a countably compact closed subset of Xx Y. Then Clxg(A) 
and Clyh(A) are countably compact by Proposition 2.4 and hence Cb'g(A) x Clyh(A) 
is close::l in R X S. Thus A is close::l in R X S. Hel1c~ if T is a c:mntably-co:11pac
tification of RxS then A is cl03ed also in T an::l so T is a countab1y compactifica
tion of Xx Y. 

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let Y 2 be a well-separated isocompact space for I.E.'/. If a 
space X is countably-compactifiable, so is Xx II Y 2• 

Proof. Let R be a countably-compactification of X and S;. a compactification 
of Y2• Then 52 is a countably-compactification of YJ.' Let A be a countably com
pact closed subset of Xx 17 Y 1 and let g and 1zJ. be projections from Xx JJ Y;. onto 
X and Y 1 respectively. Then C1 1zJ.(A) is compact by Proposition 2.6. On the other 
hand, g(A) is closed in )( since the projection from Xx J7 Cllz;.(A) onto )( is a 
closed map. Therefore g(A) x fl CI h;.(A) is closed in R X J7 S2 and conse::J.uently A 
is closed in RxI7SJ.' Since Rxfl5;. is countably compact, RxJ7S;. is a countably
compactification of Xx T! YJ.' 

5. As is well-known, for a locally countab1y compact space X which is not 
countably compact we can construct a countab1y compact space S by adding a new 
point Pco to X; as neighborhoods of Pc", we take the sets of the form PooU(X-C) 
with a countably compact closed subset C of X. The space S, however, is not 
necessarily a countably-compactification of X because S is not necessarily comple
tely regular. In case S is a countably-compactification, we shall call S a one-point 
countably-compactification of X. 

THEOREM 5. l. A space X admits a one-point countably-compactijication if and 
only if for any countably compact closed subset A of _Y" there is a real-valued con 
tinuous function f over X such that 
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/=0 on A and /=1 on X-B 

for smne countably compact closed subset 13 of X. 

PTOO/. The" only if" part is obvious. To prove the" if" part assume that 
the condition in the theorem is satisfied. In this case, if we put G = {.tlf(x) < l/2} 
for f satisfying the condition of the theorem, then AeGeCl GeB. Thus every 
countably compact closed subset of .X is contained in an open set whose closure is 
countably compact. In particular, )( is locally countably compact. Let us put S 
=Pc" U){ where the topology of S is that desc'ribed at the beg~nning of this section. 
Let U(Pc,,)=PcoU(X-A) be any neighborhood of A.o where A is a countably compact 
closed set of )(. Then there are fEC(X) and a countably compact closed subset 13 
of X such that /=0 on A and 1 on X-B. If we put f(A",) = 1, then f is coun
tinuous over X' as well as over Pen U CK - B) and hence f is continuous over S. 

Next, let UC1:o) be any neighborhood of a point .1:0 of X. Then there is an 
open set G of X such that :.coEG, C1 Ge U(.);u) and Cl G is countably compact. Then 
there is fEC(X) such that f(.Z'o) =1 and /=0 on X-G. If \ve put /(fJco)=O, then / 
is continuous over X and over jJw U (X-CI G). Thus S is completely regular. 

COROLLAI<Y 5.2. Let S be a one-point countably-comjJadijication 0/ a space X. 
1/ X is normal, so is S. 

It is pointed out by M. Atsuji that if ){ is a normal space such that every 
countably compact closed set of ~X' is contained in an open set with a countably 
compact closure, then X admits a one-point countably-compactification which is 
normal. This, combined with Theorem 5.1, yields Corollary 5.2. The follmving 
is a direct proof of Corollary 5.2. Let A and 13 be disjoint closed subset of S. Let 
llS consider first the case that Au E e X. Tben there is an open set G of X such 
that A U BeG and CI G is countab1y compact. Then there is j'EC(X) such that 
/=0 on A, f=l on B, /=-=2 on ~X'-G. If we put f(Poo) =2, then f is continuous over 
S. In case jJooEB then there is an open set G of X such that AeG, Cl Gn(fJ-jJoJ=(/J 
and Cl G is countably compact. If we put Fl=A.o U (X-CI G), then Be H, G n Fl=rjJ. 
Thus S is normal. 

As for ll1-spaces we have 

THEdREM 5.3. An lit-space ~>C admits a one-point cmmta1Jly-comjJacti/ication if 

and only if there is a quasi-jJe1ject map from X onto a 10~'atly cmnpact metTle space. 

Proof. Let <jJ: X->-T be a quasi-perfect map from X onto a metric space T. 
Then it follows from Theorem 5.1 that X admits a one-point countably-compac
tification if and only if T is locally compact. 

It should be noted that a locally compact space does not not neces;:arily admit 
a one-point conntably-colTlpactification even if it is countably-compactifabJe. 

EXAMPLE 5.4. Let (J)o (resp. (lJl) be the first infinite (resp. uncountable) ordinal 
,and let us put 
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In P we consider the following closed subsets: 

By contracting each of these sets into a single point we have a quotie:·nt space Q 
and a quotient map y): P-~ Q. Then Q is a compact Hausdorff space. Let \JS put 

]( = 9(C U (0)0 X fV(wl -+ 1) X l;f!(wl -+ 1)), 

Y=Q-K. 

Then K is compact and ]{-qll~ H!(o)l-+l)x VV(wl-+l)-(wl,(/JI)' The space Y is the 
same as constructed in our previous paper [8J and f~( Y)= YUq(). Thus Y is lotally 
compact, weakly normal and )( Y) - fl( Y) is counlabl y compact; Y is dense in Q 
and (3( Y) -Il( Y) is the preimage of K -qo under the perfect map where y'J: 

p( Y)--+Q is the inclusion map. Therefore Y is countably-compactifiable by TheorelTi 
3.1, but Y does not admit a one-point countably-compactification. 

6. Now, we are in a position to prove the follO\<ving theorem. 

THEOI<EM 6. l. it space X is a countably-cOJnpactifiable lVI-space if and only 
if X is lzomeo77zo7/plzic to a closed subspace of the product space C x T for a coun
tably compact space C and a Jnetric space T. 

Proof of Theorem 6.1. We first note that Cx T in this theorem is an IIi-space; 
this is seen from the fact that the projection from Cx Tonto T is quasi-perfect. 
Since a metric space is paracompact, the "if" part follO\vs immediately from Pro
positions 4. 1 and 4. 4. 

To prove the" only if" part, suppose that X is an 111-space with a countably
compactification S. Since X is an lVI-space, there is a quasi-perfect map f from _:{ 
onto a metric space T. Let us put 

A= {CT, f(:r»ESx Tixc)(}. 

Then A is a closed subset of .S'x T. 
To see this, let (so, to)ESX T-i1. Then su$/ IUo). Since fl(tO) is a countably 

compact closed subset of X, F-I(to) is closed also in S since S is a cOllntably-com
pactification of)( Since S is regular, there is an open neighborhood JlV(so) of 5" 
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such that CIs TV(so) n j1(to) =¢. Hence it follows that j-1(tO)C-,Y -CIs W(so). Since 
f is a closed map, there is an open neighborhood VUo) of to in T such that 
f-1( V(to»cX-Cl s l¥(so). 

If there were a point 

(s, t) E [1.lI(so) X V(to)] nil, 

we would have 

which contradicts the assumption SE W(so). Hence [W(so) X V(to)] n A =¢. This shows 
that A is closed in S X T. 

Since X is homeomorphic to /1, the proof of Theorem 6.1 is completed. 

COROLLAlx.y 6.2. A space X' is a jJaracompact _l\'i-space if and only if)( is 
homeomorphic to a closed subspace of the jJYoduct of a comjJact space with a metric 
space. 

Proof. Let X be a paracompact _1\,l-space such that f: X-,; T is a perfect map 
and that T is a metric space. Then any compactification S of X is a countably
compactification of X and the above proof of Theorem 6. 1 shows that X is homeo
morphic to a closed subspace of Sx T. Thus the" only if" part is proved. The 
" if» part is obvious. 

COROLLARY 6.3. A space X is mapped onto a locally cmnpact nzetric space by 
a quasi-perfect map ij and only if X is homeomorphic to a closed subset of the 
product of a locally compact ?1'letric space with a countably compact space. 

Proof. In view of our proof of Theorem 6. I, the" only if" part is a direct 
consequence of Corollary 3.2. The" if" part is obvious. 

Corollary 6.2 is due to J. Nagata [12]. 
Nagata's problem concerning embeddability of AI-spaces is now reduced to the 

following problem by Theorem 6. 1. 

PROBLEM 6.4. Is every Ai-space countably-compactifiable? 

For countably-compactifiable spaces there are many unsolved problems. For 
example, we have 

PROBLEM 6.5. Is every normal space countably-collJpactiflable? 

A. K. Steiner [13] proved that there is a product of two countably compact 
spaces which is an AI-space but not countably compact. This product space is 
countably-compactifiable by Corollary 3.2. 

PROBLEM 6.6. Is the product of two countably compact (or countably-compac
tifiable) spaces countably-compactifiable? 
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